Pricelist Grob G 120TP
(January 2021 - English)
Art.Nr.

Discription

100 001 Kit Grob G 120TP
Scale 1:3, wingspan 3,44 m, length 2,81 m, highest quality of
fiberglass and carbon fiber vacuum-sandwich-technology,
white painted in the mold, incl. all frames in wood and airex,
necessary linkages and screws
100 002 Retractable landing gear set incl. brakes
Retractable landing gear set, true to original with scale landing
gear legs, established electric mechanics C50 from Behotec
with strong 3S-engines, electric brakes plus controller and
adjust board
100 003 Option, landing gear legs power-coated in white
100 004 Push mechanism for cockpit
Complete cutted aluminium parts and mounting material
100 005 Cockpit set standard (not mounted and finished)
The set contains the front cockpit panel with cockpit plate in
glass fiber plastic, the two seats in glass fiber plastic, the two
joysticks and all other applications in 3D print. The ground
plate and the frame are made of balsa and plywood, central
console in 3D print
100 006 alternative Cockpit set de luxe (complete mounted and
finished)
All parts of the cockpit set standard are complete mounted and
finished
100 007 Scale accessory set standard
The scale accessory set standard is manufactured in high
resolution 3D-print process. It consists of one rudder antenna
at the top, two rudder antennas left and right, one cover for
the bottom of the wings, one antenna for the bottom of the
fuselage and a ventilation cover in glass fiber plastic
100 008 alternative Scale accessory set de luxe
The scale accessory set de luxe consists of all pieces of the
standard set, and additionally three antennas for the bottom
of the fuselage and a pitot tube in mixed material of
aluminium and 3D-print
100 009 NACA-intakes
The set consist of four NACA-intakes, two for the engine
cowling and two beside the fuselage

Price
Price
without VAT incl. 19 % VAT
3.319,33 €
3.950,00 €

2.142,86 €

2.550,00 €

126,05 €

150,00 €

50,42 €

60,00 €

411,76 €

490,00 €

798,32 €

950,00 €

79,83 €

95,00 €

184,87 €

220,00 €

29,41 €

35,00 €

100 010 Scale lighting set
Special adapted lighting set for the Grob G 120TP from
innoflyer. The set consist of on LightDriver 5.0 lightcontrols, two
LightDriver 3.0 lightcontrols, two combined beacon/position lights
for the elevator, two
beacon/position lights and two landing lights for the Winglets

411,76 €

490,00 €

100 011 Single-Double-Exhaust
Produced in stainless steel, special adapted for JetCat SPT10

163,87 €

195,00 €

100 012 Exhaust dummys below
Two pieces left and right produced in CFK. The Scale character
of the model will be once more increased
100 013 Kevlar Tank Kombi
Kevlar tank especially manufactured and optimized for the
Grob, with a volume of 2.6 litres for kerosine and 0.6 litres for
smokeoil
100 014 alternative Kevlar Tank 3,2 litres
Optimized Kevlar tank without parting plane and 3.2 litres
volume

109,24 €

130,00 €

168,07 €

200,00 €

151,26 €

180,00 €

100 015 Scale Spinner
Scale spinner developed especially for the Grob G 120TP in
glass fiber plastic and aluminium ground plate

151,26 €

180,00 €

100 016 5-blade prop
24 x 23 5-blade prop from Falcon

331,93 €

395,00 €

100 017 Safety bags set de luxe
High-quality bags made of Cordura material. The set consists
of two bags for the wings, and one bag for the winglets, the
elevator with tube and the rudder

247,90 €

295,00 €

100 018 Jetpilot from Pfannmüller
Scale 1:3, incl. Helmet, oxygen mask and safety belts

277,31 €

330,00 €

100 019 Clutch for gliders
Special milled wood parts, holder for servo and aluminium
clutch

37,82 €

45,00 €

100 020 Transport board for fuselage
Transport board for safety transportation of the fuselage

57,98 €

69,00 €

